The notions of conservation of charge and dimensional consistency are used to obtain conditions which uniquely characterize the field equations of electromagnetism and gravitation in a metricaffine gravitational framework with a vector potential. Conditions for the uniqueness of the choice of field equations of a metric-affine gravitational theory (in the absence of electromagnetism) follow as a special case. Some consequences are discussed. § 1. Introduction By introducing the concept of hypermomentum, Hehl, Kerlick, and von der Heyde [1] have been led to consider the possibility of a metric-affine framework for a gravitational theory. The mathematical basis for this framework is a four-dimensional (differentiable) manifold possessing a Lorentzian metric g (components g^) and a linear connection V (components The linear connection is not assumed to be symmetric, nor is it assumed that Ygr = 0. In this paper we include a vector field (with components xpi) into our analysis to describe electromagnetic phenomena [2] . The vector field, the metric and the linear connection are assumed to be specified through field equations which take the form AV = x)/gTV, (1.1) The primary concern of the present article is the choice one should take for AV, C lm k and B l in
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(1.1) -(1.3). Here we shall demand that there exist a Lagrangian ££ for which AW -d ^C/dgij, Cimk = \d^jdWim k , and Bi = ö&löxpi. Another restriction on the concomitant B l follows from the concept of charge conservation which takes the form (\/g J i ),i = 0. Hence it is reasonable to require that B i ti = 0 identically.
Even with these assumptions there is a large degree of indeterminancy in the choices for AW, C lm k and B l . For example, there are (locally at least) 58 independent (scalar) invariants of the metric and the difference tensor (no derivatives) [4] , If {I0c} is the set of these invariants, then any Lagrangian for AW and C lm k (and B l ) could be augmented by adding J g f(hx) where / is an arbitrary differentiable function of 58 variables. All the above conditions would still be satisfied. Obviously some further assumptions on the structure of the concomitants AW, C lm k and B l must be made before any consequences of practical value may be obtained. In the next section an assumption is introduced which allow r s us to resolve this problem. § 2. A Theorem on the Field Equations in Metric-Affine Theories
To simplify the problem discussed above, one further assumption will be introduced. We base this assumption on the concept of dimensional consistency which has led to considerable simplification in several concomitant problems involving relativistic gravitational theories [5] , Choosing units so that c = K= 1 (with x { ~ L 1 ) we have TW ~ L~2, and Ak ml ~ L~l. As in previous work, 9ii.
(a = 0, 1,...) and n h_u ~ L~ß Furthermore, photons will not produce nonRiemannian effects under the above assumptions. (Thus for photons A lm k = 0 and so Wi} k = 0. The latter comment is the metric-affine theory conterpart to the result that photons do not produce torsion in the Einstein-Cartan theory.) Another observation is that any metric-affine theory whose field equations satisfy the above assumptions must imply general relativity for vacuum.
Any generalization of the above results will likely require specific assumptions regarding the nature of the dependence of the concomitants A l J, B { and C lm k upon constants with non-zero dimensions. One possibility is to assume, for example, that ß. The techniques of the present paper can then be applied to each of the tensor densities C<x lm k-While this method is systematic and in principle quite trivial, in practice it very quickly leads to unwieldy expressions [6] . § 3. Proof of the Theorem The proof is essentially the same as that presented in Ref. [2] , the differences being based upon the fact that Wab c has no symmetries whereas the torsion satisfies Sab° --Sba c -Proposition (1) of Ref. [2] with Sab c replaced by Wab° is valid in the present situation as is Proposition (2) 
